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The Riemann Case.'-Let f(x) denote a function having a continuous second derivative in the finite range 0 < x < a, and let t be a positive parameter. Perron2 has proved that a J'f(x) exp (-=i1x2)dx = (T/23) " (1 A i)f(O)t-'12 +O(t-1) (1) as t -+ co and applied this formula for the determination of the asymptotic behavior of functions' c(t) = (X) exp [itw(X) ]dX (2) where co(X) is real-valued and not a constant and co(X), +(X) are, for instance, regular-analytic in the interval a < X < (B. Since the Bessel functions Jp are integrals c(t) of the type (2), there follows in particular from (1) the classical relation J,(t) (2/7r)1/2 cos (t -rp/2 -r/4)t-/-.
The reduction of the asymptotic behavior of (2) to the normalized formula (1) is, however, possible only if the derivative cl'(X) of the frequency nowhere possesses a multiple zero, as is the case for Jp(t). The vicinity of a point X = Xo at which co'(Xo) # 0 yields to (2) a contribution which is but of the order of the remainder 0(t-1) in (1), inasmuch as
in virtue of the second mean-value theorem. In the first part of the present note Perron's proof for (1) will be slightly modified and simultaneously extended in such a way that the treatment of (2) is possible even if w'(X) does possess a multiple zero. In order to obtain this extension one clearly has to generalize (1) for the case where exp (=1= itx2) is replaced by exp (== itxt), n 2. The result will be seen not to be the same as that for n = 2, although just as simple, viz.,
where t -+ o, n _ 2. For n = 2 one obtains precisely (1) inasmuch as 2r(3/2) = r(1/2) = 7r/2. For n = 1, of course (4) is false as illustrated by examples as f(x) = 1 or f(x) = x. Since t-2/1 = 0(t-1) for every n 2 2, it is clear from (4) and (3) that the contribution of the vicinity of a point X = Xo to the integral (2) always is absorbed by the 0-term in (4) if w'(Xo) $ 0. In the proof of (4) it will not be supposed that f(x) is analytic or that n( _ 2) is an integer. Suppose that f(x) possesses a continuous first 'derivative in the whole interval 0 < x . a and a continuous second derivative in an arbitrarily narrow interval 0 < x < b where 0 < b _ a. On placing xg(
and g(x) = 0 if x = 0, it follows by a repeated application of the meanvalue theorem of the differential calculus that g(x) possesses a continuous first derivative not only in the range 0 < x < a but in the closed interval 0 < x . a as well. Furthermore a Jfxg(x) exp (itx')dx = 0(`2/n).
For on applying partial integration the integral (6) may be written in the form gaJa ex g(a) J x exp (itx')dx -g1(x) y exp (ity')dy dx
where H(t) = J y exp (iy")dy. Consequently, on writing y instead of yn H(tn) = J y -1+2/fn exp (iy)dy/n.
Hence H is a bounded function of t for every fixed n _ 2. For if n > 2 so that the exponent of y in (6b) is < 0, then on applying the second mean-value theorem there follows the existence of the improper integral H(+ cX). If, on the other hand, n = 2 then H _ 1 is obvious from (6b). Since H remains bounded as t --±+ o and since g'(x) is continuous and therefore bounded in the finite range 0 < x < a, the expression (6a) clearly is = O(t-2/fl) as stated under (6) . Furthermore, a Jfx exp (itxn)dx = O(t-2/t )
For on placing tx' = y, the integral (7) takes the form t-2/' H(anntn)
where H is, as we saw, a bounded function. Finally,
In order to prove (8) where a > 0 and n _ 2, we first notice that the On substituting (5) and (7) into (6) exp (ix')dx= r(l + n'-) exp (iri/2n).
Hence the asymptotic formula (4) is a consequence of (9) inasmuch as both members of (4) 
for large values of t > 0 is known to be reducible to the corresponding question regarding the normalized functions ra Cn(t) = f f(x) exp (-tx")dx (n = 1, 2, . ..) (2b) It has been shown by Perron' that the Laplace formula, which is analogous to (1) , is for all these "functions of large numbers" (2a), (2b) but the first term of an infinite asymptotic development as illustrated by the divergent Stirling series in the theory of the r-function. Another proof has been given by Haar 
For let M = M(t) denote the maxipium of xk-i exp (_xe/2) in the infinite range T < x < + o where T = at"l" so that
